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addresses his book to all workers in the field of
mental and physical defect and one of the opening
paragraphs illustrates the merits and demerits of
his whole book. ' This book,' he writes, ' attempts
to supply the need for an up-to-date reference
book for the intelligent lay reader, and particularly,
for the professional worker in the fields of special
education, handicapped children, mental defect,
clinical and abnormal psychology, child guidance,
mental hygiene, social service, psychology and
paediatrics. It could also serve for the area covered
by advanced students in psychology, education and
medicine and more particularly, in special educa-
tion, clinical psychology, mental defects, ortho-
paedics and neuropsychiatry.'
The 'intelligent lay reader,' however, and most

of the intermediate categories of workers that are
addressed by Professor Wallin will find that they
are assailed by figures and percentages, by opinions
and facts, by theories, hypotheses and fancies in
bewildering array, all expressed in sentences
modelled on the lines of the one quoted.

It is a pity that Professor Wallin has not been
able to martial his material into more readable
form, for without a doubt, as a reference book for
trained doctors, he presents a mass of information
and statistics as well as many pages of valuable
discussion on important and controversial aspects
of mental deficiency. Moreover, when he expresses
his own experiences and beliefs, they are reasoned
and well balanced. The chapters on the dull and
backward child, on the relationship between mental
deficiency and mental disease, and much of the
matter dealing with the various ways in which
mental deficiency can be classified repay careful
reading.
The book has a few illustrations of the more

spectacular examples of conditions dealt with in
the text and, for a book so full of figures and
statistics, has surprisingly few tables and charts.
Each chapter and many sub-sections are supplied
with useful references to the literature and there is
a 23-page index. The binding, and particularly
the print and paper, are excellent.

A GUIDE TO MEDICINE

By Ivo GEIKIE-COBB, M.D. PP. 416. London:
George G. Harrap & Co., Ltd. 1950. 15S.

This book usefully bridges a gap between the
professional medical dictionary and the less tech-
nical synopsis. Its utility has been deliberately
extended to meet the requirements of a wide range
of readers, including even that section of the laity
which has occasional need for interpreting the
language of medicine. Dr. Geikie -Cobb has
eniisted the aid of an impressive band of 2I coad-
jutors. each a distinguished authority in a particular
field, who have contributed articles on their respec-
tive specialties; these articles are additional to the
general text. The arrangement of the book is
strictly alphabetical, but an index has been added
for the benefit of readers who may be uncertain

where to find the information they seek. The
text is sufficiently up to date to include allusion to
cortisone; in general details of treatment are wisely
avoided, having regard to certain classes of reader
into whose hands the book will probably fall. The
author and his associates have set themselves the
difficult task of compiling a work of reference useful
alike to doctors, medical auxiliaries, and such
interested laymen as joumalists, barristers, and
others whose occupations have points of contact
with medicine, not to speak of those who; not
directly concerned with medical topics, nevertheless
wish to have an intelligent appreciation of what
they read and hear. In these times, when the
national press and the B.B C. so assiduously address
themselves to the medical education of the com-
munity, there is certainly a need for a book of
this kind.

TUBERCULOSIS NURSING

By JESSIE G. EyE, S.R.N., T.A. (Hons.). Pp. xii
+ 291, with 103 illustrations. London: H. K.
Lewis. 1949. 2IS.
In this book Miss Eyre displays considerable

knowledge of the fundamental facts about tubercu-
losis and its management and nursing, and she tells
in a simple and straightforward manner the story of
the evolution of the disease in the human subject
and the methods of treatment applied. The text
covers not only pulmonary disease but the compli-
cations of phthisis and extra-pulmonary manifesta-
tions. These two are bound rather too closely
together to satisfy the pathological purist, but as
the approach is essentially practical this is of little
consequence. Of particular value are the sections
and appendices devoted to nursing procedures.
This book, which is extensively illustrated, will be a
help to a nurse engaged in tuberculosis w3rk.

OPHTHALMIC OPERATIONS

By SEYMOUR PHILPS, F.R.C.S. PP. X + 397, with
51o illustrations. London: Bailliere, Tindall and
COx. 1950. sos.
Surgical techniques are of necessity the product

of personal experience and the value of textbooks
is clearly greatest when they provide advice based
on the author's tried methods, rather than a
symposium of current practice. In no field,
perhaps, is this more so than in ophthalmic surgery,
and this volume is an excellent work of the first
type.
The subject is covered in 20 chapters of bold

type, and the brief of the title-page has been
broadly interpreted to include the surgical manage-
ment of the case as well as the layout of theatre
and operating tray. The section devoted to the
surgery of retinal detachment, for example, will be
valued especially for its blunt insistence upon the
overriding importance of pre-and post-operative
management.
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Much of the text embodies Mr. Philps' experi-
ence in fields which his own recent contributions
have broadened, and the chapters dealing with
anaesthesia, scleral resection, corneal grafting,
retinal tumours, and intraocular foreign bodies are
especially welcome for this reason. The personal
character of the book is further emphasized by the
excellent illustrations which are, with few excep-
tions, from the author's own hand or camera, and
which provide a more than usually apt amplification
of the text.

H.E.H.

A STUDY OF DIPHTHERIA IN TWO AREAS
OF GREAT BRITAIN

M.R.C. Special Report Series NO..272
By SIR PERCIVAL HARTLEY, C.B.E., M.C., D.Sc.,

F.R.S., et al. Pp. viii + I62. London:
H.M.S.O. 1950. 4S.
This is a most important study; briefly it relates

to the occurrence of clinical diphtheria in inoculated
persons. The clinical condition is fully described,
and is correlated with the levels of antitoxin present
in the blood at various stages. It is shown that even
a substantial amount of antitoxin in the blood is no
protection against clinical diphtheria, although it
becomes very clear that the stimulation provided by
the presence of the bacillus leads rapidly to a very
great increase .in the titre. Antitoxin response to
any one preparation is shown to vary very widely
and it is those inoculated persons whose antitoxin
response is poor who are most liable to d4velop
clinical diphtheria when infected.
A very important point is that no death occurred

in any fully inoculated person, and it appeared
fairly true that the severity of illness depended on
antitoxin level, although this was not invariable. It
is definitely established that the only protection of a
population is active immunization. Even after a
lapse of years, infection in a fully inoculated person
invariably results in a rapid rise to an effective titre.
The whole report makes intensely interesting

reading, and no one who is interested either in the
preventive or clinical aspect of the problem should
fail to read it,

RESEARCHES ON THE RADIOTHERAPY
OF ORAL CANCER

(M.R.C. Special Report Series No. 267)
By CONSTANCE A. P. WOOD, M.A.; M.R.C.P.,

D.M.R.E., F.F.R., and J. W. BOAG, B.Sc.
PP. 148, illustrated. London: H.M.S.O. 1950.
12S. 6d.
This Medical Research Council report on work

performed in the Radiotherapeutic Research Unit
at Hammersmith Hospital, with the collaboration
of the Strangeways Research Laboratory at Cam-
bridge, is a most valuable monograph. It is con-
cerned with the dosage of radiation used in the
treatment of cancer of the buccal cavity, and covers

also an experimental comparision between gamma-
rays and X-rays, certain histological investigations
undertaken in the Strangeways Laboratory, and a
statistical analysis of results. There is a great mine
of information in the book, the diagrams in the text
are of the highest quality, and the photographic
plates in black and white and colour are beautifully
produced. The statistical investigations of results
bring to light certain most valuable phenomena
concerning the natural history of cancer of the
mouth.

Perhaps the most interesting conclusion is that
an accurate prognosis of the clinical end-result can
be obtained in a very high proportion of individual
tumours by serial biopsy, and assessment of the
histological changes observed in the treated tissues
as the result of irradiation.
As has been suspected in other parts of the body,

failure of radiotherapy is often due to the per-
sistence of a pre-cancerous lesion; in other words,
the so-called recurrence is really a new tumour
developing in a pre-cancerous field. Success in
treatment often seems to depend on the promotion
of differentiation in the tumour cells as a result of
their irradiation. In general, the proportion of
differentiating cells is an index of a favourable
response to radiation.

This book is not only a model of the application
of research technique; it is a wealth of information
about the behaviour of oral cancer.

I.A

ANOPHELES AND MALARIA IN THE NEAR
EAST

(London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine Memoir 7)

By H. S. LEESON, F.R.E.S., W. H. R. LuMsDEN,
B.Sc., M.B., Ch.B., D.T.M. & H., J. YOFE,
M.D., D.T.M., and T. T. MACAN, M.A.,
Ph.D., F.R.E.S. Pp. xii + 223, with 73 illustra-
tions. London: H. K. Lewis. 1950. 35s.
This memoir is definitely one for the malari-

ologist and for the health authorities of the countries
concerned. It is divided into three parts-Part I
Syria and Lebanon by H. S. Leeson, Part II
Transjordan, Palestine and Syria by W. H. R.
Lumsden and J. Yofe, Part III Iraq and North
Persia by T. T. Macan.
The book owes its genesis to World War II,

when the Allies were faced with the potent'al threat
of German invasion through Turkey and a malarial
survey was necessary throughout this tactical area
to decide on the location of troops. Fortunately
this attack never materialized, and all the labour of
constructing enormous tank traps and aeroplane
landing grounds was wasted; all that is left of
man's effort being rusty tins and derelict trenches.
Out of this desolation, however, has arisen this
Memoir, and it will remain of permanent value to
all concerned in the physical wdloare of the in-
habitants, whether temporary or permanent, of these
regions.
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